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Hayward SwimClear©
Single Cartridge Filter
This innovative
water leveler
continually
works to ensure
that your pool or
spa is at its
ideal level with
the level being
monitored and
adjusted
automatically.
Paralevel’s “posiclick” adjustment makes it easy
to make a manual adjustment.
Paralevel offers
“SmartSensing”, which
means it will
ignore water
sloshing in the
pool as it only
senses the
pools true level.
“SmartSensing” also protects
Paralevel so it will
not cycle on and
off rapidly, like
other levelers. This
limits the potential
for premature Inner Float
Assembly
failure, and
eliminates loud water hammer
that could lead to damage to
plumbing.

Hayward Spa Blower – Turbo
Charge your Spa Experience

SwimClear™ filters are the most
efficient single element cartridge
filters produced. SwimClear has
the industry’s lowest head loss
resulting in reduced operational
energy costs.
A recessed
pressure gauge
and manual air
relief allow for
easy access to
SwimClear’s
head assembly
while also
sealing the filter
against
contamination.
And with the
lowest body height on
the market, cleaning and
changing filter cartridges is easier
than ever.
An Easy-Lok™ ring
design and ergonomic handles
offer confident filter handling
while preventing contact with
fiberglass-based surfaces
With 2" x 2½" union connections,
SwimClear is quick and easy to
retrofit in virtually any
application.

2021 DOE REGULATORY
CHANGES RESOURCES

The new Hayward
Spa Blower delivers quiet
performance and powerful,
soothing bubbles that instantly
enhance any spa experience.
A unique motor with replaceable
parts extends product life, while
a 1-year warranty offers added
peace of mind. Available in
multiple voltages and
horsepower ratings
The full spring check
valve prevents water
SP1434
from reaching the
Variflo Jet
motor and a unique
rubber motor base provides
extremely quiet operation.
With simple installation and
maintenance, our Spa Blower
will provide maximum
relaxation every season along
with the signature
Hayward Jet Air
fittings, Turbo Jet
and heating solutions
for a Totally Hayward
SP1450
Spa Experience.
Turbo Jet

At the heart of the sealed
panel underwater lights is
the PROHAYWARD UPR LED
Panel completely
encapsulated in water tight
resin for leak proof operation
and rated 18W/12V to
provide dazzling light. The
RGB version provides 7 fixed
color choices and 8 color
changing shows using the
on/off switch. The WHT
version can be switched to
either warm white or cool
daylight. The panel has a
VDE compliant cord and
conforms to IP-68.
The UPR LED Panel is
packaged with different face
rims and hardware to suit
3680 Nicheless
different
Light
applications.
The 3680
light with
24cm
diameter ABS
face rim is
designed for nicheless
installation on the pool wall.
The 5880 light with a 27cm
diameter ABS
face rim is
designed to
be
retroactively
fit into any
US style
niche.
5880 Universal
Light

The light
SP0600 ProHayward
LED NIche
has a low
profile of
only
1.7cm
and can
also be
installed in a
ProHayward SP0600LED
niche in new installations.
The ABS face rims have UV
protection and an embossed
Hayward logo. They are
designed to allow water flow
to help eliminate stagnant
water and provide effective
cooling for
longer lamp
life.
The UPR
LED panel UPR Sealed
is available LED Panel
as a replacement for PAR56
lamps in the 3478, 3481
and other Euro style lights.
It can also be paired with an
optional stainless steel face
rim for installation in any US
style niche.
With proper
mounting
and where
permitted,
the UPR LED
panel may be
5880 SS Rim
also be used in an
underwater application
without a face rim and
without a niche.

ProHayward Step-Down
Transformer

ProHayward
TRS 300 Transformer

ProHayward low voltage
swimming pool transformers are
the best complement to
Hayward pool lighting options
and can be used in water
feature applications.
The CE listed 230V TRS/TRM
transformers are designed to
provide a safe 12 volt electric
supply to the underwater pool
lights.
The UL listed advanced circuit
protection resets automatically.
The weatherproof housing
features separate wiring
compartments for the fully
encapsulated high and low
voltage circuits.

ProHayward
LTBCY11300 Transformer

The 120V LTBCY11300 includes
waterproof on/off switch
eliminating the need for
installation of a separate switch.
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